Pleasure Satellite

Nevans life is nothing but duty and honor.
The eldest son of a prestigious House, he
has a life mapped out ahead of him,
including mating a woman for whom he
feels nothing but brotherly affection. But
then one night he discovers a woman who
makes his blood boil and his body
hard.Seena has known nothing but blood
and pain in her life. A fighter for the
BloodRing, she is nothing more than
spectacle, her life and death meaningless
except as entertainment for the masses.
Then one night a male comes to her in
secret with a bargain the likes of which she
has never been confronted with. The
ultimate fight, which will lead her either to
freedom...or to his bed. Nevan will allow
nothing to stop him from possessing the
human. On the Pleasure Satellite anything
is permissible, and to the strongest goes
everything...
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